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WHO IS THIS GUY?

Joe Baur is an American travel author and content creator whose work has appeared in variety of domestic and international outlets, including Matador
Network, BBC Travel, Viator, and CraftBeer.com. He’s also the author of various Falcon Guides titles and 2016’s Talking Tico: (Mis)adventures of a Gringo
in and Around Costa Rica.
Following a year of living in Costa Rica, where he joined The Tico Times staff and contributed travel content, Joe returned to the United States and
launched the Without A Path travel podcast, featuring conversations with fellow travelers on the experiences that have most shaped their lives. In August
2016 he relocated to Germany where he is the Editor of trivago’s digital magazine, Room5, and he became the first host of a show on Instagram Story
with The Germany Travel Show. All the while, Joe continues to pursue unique travel stories with a preference for getting off the beaten path.

“The most dangerous worldviews
are the worldviews of those who
have never viewed the world.” Alexander von Humboldt

BEHIND WITHOUT A PATH
Without A Path (WAP) is the creation of travel writer,
author and filmmaker, Joe Baur. Originally operating
under JoeBaur.com, Without A Path became its own
website (WithoutAPath.com) in the summer of 2017 to
better focus on its brand mission.
This mission includes aligning with tourism bureaus,
travel operators, and other like-minded
organizations that share those values important to
WAP, namely giving local voice to tourism destinations,
promoting sustainable tourism by way of encouraging
walking, cycling, and taking public transportation first
and foremost, and finding solutions to mass tourism
by engaging in local tourism that sees the benefits of
travel go directly into the communities.

ABOUT WITHOUT A PATH
Without A Path is a travel website that focuses on off the beaten path destinations, telling their story
through first-hand experiences and interactions with locals. These destinations can be cities or entire
countries that have been stereotyped as “too dangerous” for a variety of reasons, neighborhoods that
have been relatively untouched by mass tourism in already popular cities, destinations that have been
unfairly overlooked, and outdoor adventures that have yet to be trampled by swaths of tour groups.
Without A Path is especially passionate about allowing locals to tell their own stories through
editorial content creation, Off The Beaten Path travel guides, podcasts, photography, and video.

DEMOGRAPHICS
●

Without A Path is split
almost evenly between men
(49%) and women (51%)

●

Aged 25-44 (57% of traffic)

●

From the United States
(60%), Europe (15%) and
Canada (5%)

●

On average, the site receives
10,000 monthly views

SOCIAL MEDIA
@BaurJoe
3.2K

Joe offers real-time coverage of destinations
and engagement with followers as he travels.

1.5K

5.1K

INSTAGRAM TAKEOVERS
In September of 2017, The Germany Travel Show with Joe Baur premiered on the
@GermanyTourism Instagram account, becoming the first show on Instagram Story. The show
features Joe channeling Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton’s slapstick humor as he makes 16 stops
(and episodes) across Germany.

That was hardly Joe’s first Instagram partnership. Joe partnered with Prague City Tourism
(@prague.eu) on a three-day Instagram takeover in July of 2017. Over three days, Joe
brought over 60,000 impressions as he took viewers off the beaten path in Prague.

Joe took over our Instagram account for three days in July, sharing his Prague experiences with our followers two times a day using both image posts and
Instagram Stories. During the takeover he showed Prague from different angles and shared his authentic and independent views with our fans. We
especially appreciate the creative way in which he presented Prague using Instagram Stories and we believe he inspired many to visit the destination and
explore both its familiar locations and places that haven’t been discovered by tourists. -- Kamila Bakotová, Marketing Manager at Prague City Tourism

CONTENT CREATION PACKAGES
EDITORIAL:
Blog post on Without A Path including
high-resolution photography and social media
promotion before, during, and after the
partnership.
TRAVEL GUIDE:
Creation of an Off The Beaten Path Travel Guide
featuring your destination, including social media
promotion before, during, and after the
partnership as well as “Featured” position on the
Without A Path homepage.

VIDEO:
Video content highlighting a destination or a
story that can include interviews, B-Roll, and
narration.
PODCAST:
Episode of the Without A Path travel podcast
featuring your destination and story.
BRAND:
Integrate your brand into an existing or custom
piece of content.

Questions? Ideas? Send an email for a custom proposal based on your needs.

AUTHOR
Joe is the author of four books, including most recently 2016’s
Talking Tico: (Mis)adventures of a Gringo in and Around Costa Rica
about his 10 months of living in Costa Rica and traveling
throughout Central America. Book writing remains Joe’s primary
passion, leading to a number of readings and talks on the topic.

FILMMAKER

Over 100,000 views combined

SPEAKER
Joe has also been known to put words together and form
sentences in a public forum. For example, upon his return
from living in Central America Joe traveled to North
Dakota to speak on digital storytelling at the 2015
Writers & Bloggers Workshop. He later spoke at a Travel
Massive event in Germany about his book, Talking Tico,
and previous travels. Since then he’s presented and been
featured on panels from Berlin to Prague as well as a
featured guest on numerous podcasts.

SEEN

QUOTED

PARTNERED

FOR PARTNERSHIP AND SPEAKING INQUIRIES

Joe Baur, Owner and Producer
joe@joebaur.com

